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1. INTRODUCTION
Local authorities are under a statutory
duty to conserve or enhance
conservation areas. Clearly large parts
of conservation areas are in the public
realm: - streets, roads, paths etc and
attention must be given to these areas if
we are to look after conservation areas.
Historic items can add considerably to
the visual interest of the city such as the
streetlights and shelters on Southsea
seafront. Some items are unique to
Portsmouth such as some lighting
columns, or are unusual such as ceramic
street names.
Portsmouth retains many areas and
items which are of historic or visual
interest such as the seafront lighting, old
paving and cannon bollards. This has
been recognised by the listing by
Department of Culture Media and Sport
of various historic items. Not all items of
interest have been listed and indeed
some such as street surfaces or paving
cannot legally be listed. Equally not all
items are within conservation areas, e.g.
the interlaced tram track in Rugby Road.
The City has operated a number of
‘unwritten’ policies on various issues
such as paving, lighting and the colours
of street furniture. Some of these items
attract little public notice, but in other
cases they can be controversial e.g.
replacement of ‘Portsmouth’ style lamp
columns.
In spite of such policies it is possible to
find locations with lamp columns or signs
in several different colours and in some
locations a multiplicity of signs . This can
give a poor uncoordinated appearance.
This document is intended to help work
towards a gradual, incremental
improvement in the appearance of
conservation areas. It is meant to be a
working guide not a manual and it is not

intended to be prescriptive. It will
updated or amended as necessary.
Flexibility will often be necessary to
achieve sensitive solutions around
historic buildings.
It seems timely both to formalise
current practice / policies and
conservation objectives including both
priorities for retention of historic
material and policies for new work.
It also sets out the standards that are
expected in respect of paving, lighting
etc in respect of new development in
conservation areas and adjoining listed
buildings. Specific product names are
quoted in a number of places e.g.
Marshall–Saxon paving but this is
intended as an indication of the type of
product/material to be used rather than
a limitation to one product.
Portsmouth City Council signed a 25
year contract with Ensign in July 2004
to manage and maintain the highway
network in the city. Subsequently a
package of enhancement works in
conservation areas was agreed and
much of this work has been
implemented. Generally any future
maintenance work including work in
conservation areas will be on a ‘like for
like’ basis unless specific funding
arrangements are agreed.
The changes to this guidance
document which mainly concern the
heights of lighting columns and styles of
lanterns are in response to issues
which have arisen in implementing
these works.
Note: Historic areas is intended to
include Conservation areas, Listed
Buildings & Ancient Monuments.
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2. GUIDELINES
1. Paving & kerbing
There are a number of areas of
historic paving in the city. In particular
a number of areas of paving which it is
considered may date from the late
c18. These are mainly located in Old
Portsmouth & Portsea. Smaller areas
of old paving survive in a few other
locations, including private forecourts.
Pavement crossings to garages, yards
etc include a variety of materials
including setts and blocks which add
variety and texture to the streetscape.
Many granite (and other stone) kerbs
remain or have been reused and these
help give a sense of history. Granite
kerbs have generally survived in good
or reasonable condition so that they
are easy to retain. Other stone kerbs
have in some cases not weathered so
well but retention should be
considered wherever possible.
Surviving historic ironwork such as
drain covers, Buchan traps, coalhole
covers, etc also contribute to the
character of conservation areas,
especially as many were made by
local firms such as Cash’s of Portsea
or Sperring’s of Landport.
More recently some areas of paving in
conservation areas have been
repaved using traditional stone, but
usually the normal new paving is
Marshall Saxon. The bonding of
paving is important. The use of
staggered bond creates a more varied
and traditional appearance in
preference to the simpler, but less
visually attractive, use of rectilinear
bonding. Consideration should be
given to the handling of corners and in
some cases radial cutting may be
appropriate.
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Grey/red blocks have recently been
used on pavement edges in several
locations where there is a danger of
vehicle override, but small element
paving can also help solve the same
problem. Careful consideration should
be given to their use in conservation
areas as they give a non traditional
appearance. In particular their use in
smaller residential roads may be less
appropriate as they could make the
paving appear ’fussy’.
The paving of footways and paths in
conservation areas has generally been
accepted as normal for urban
conservation areas. It may not be
appropriate in other cases such as Old
Wymering, or Hilsea Lines where it
could create too urban an appearance
and where the use of rolled gravel,
blacktop etc may be more in keeping
with the character of the area.
a) Historic stone and other paving areas of historic paving should be
retained wherever possible.
b) New stone paving - the use of
natural stone paving would be
preferable in conservation areas,
but in practice the use of natural
stone is likely to be limited due to
its cost. Where stone is to match or
adjoin historic paving it is generally
preferable to at least try to match
the colour of historic paving
c) New concrete paving - elsewhere
if new paving is necessary this will
usually be to the City Council’s
current standard of Marshall Saxon
600 x 600 / or 400 x 400.
d) Pavement edges - block paving of
an appropriate colour (usually grey)
could be used where there is a
danger of vehicle ‘override’ on
pavement edges, crossings and

Historic paving in Grand Parade

New stone paving in Broad Street
laid in staggered bond

Re-laid stable block paving
at rear of Stanley Street

Broken stone kerbs
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the edge of ironwork rather than
surrounded by large areas of
pointing, concrete or tarmac.

corners.
e) Bonding - a staggered bond
should generally be used in new
schemes using modern concrete
paving in conservation areas. New
stone paving should reflect the
pattern of existing stone paving in
the area. Bonding of repairs to
paving should match the pattern of
existing paving. In the case of
historic stone paving this is
sometimes in a coarse, random
bond at right angles to the kerb line
rather than parallel to it. The
possibility of using radial cutting on
corners should also be examined.
The strengthening of corners may
require the use of different
materials.
f)

Kerbs - retention of existing historic
granite or other stone kerbs is
preferable. Alternatively use of
salvaged or new granite or other
stone kerbing is an alternative.
Granite kerbs usually survive in
reasonable condition but where
other individual existing historic
stone kerbstones are in too poor
condition to be retained, then
retaining other kerbs in a shorter
section in the same location is
generally preferable to wholesale
replacement. Elsewhere the granite
aggregate conservation kerb is
likely to be used.

g) Channels - serious consideration
be given to retaining historic stone
channels where possible (in
particular where adjoining areas of
historic paving). However in most
cases the current standard
concrete channel is likely to be
used.
h) Ironwork in roads/pavements - it
is preferable that paving is cut to
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i)

Items of historic ironwork - such
as coal hole covers, drain covers,
Buchan traps (kerb edge drains)
survive in some locations and
should be retained if possible.

j)

Pavement crossings - in some
cases historic material such as
setts or stable blocks survive as
pavement crossings and
consideration should be given to
retention or reinstatement. Where
new pavement crossings are
necessary the use of materials to
match the adjacent paving is
desirable. Otherwise the use of
small stone blocks, granite setts,
concrete blocks etc should be
considered to help enhance the
area.

k) Mixture and colour of materials attention should be paid to adjacent
paving to avoid mixtures of several
different materials (sometimes in
different colours) in close proximity.
l)

Other materials - although paving
is usually normal in conservation
areas, there will be places where
tarmac, rolled gravel or other
materials would be more suitable to
the character of the area.

m) Tactile crossings - in line with
Department for Transport guidance,
consideration will be given to
incorporating tactile surfaces where
crossings are being reconstructed,
also noting the need for sensitivity
in site context in historic
environments.

New stone paving in Broad
Street cut to fit water company
inspection covers

A poor repair surrounding a
historic cover made by
Sperrings of Landport for the
Portsmouth Corporation Electricity undertaking

Historic pavement channel and
rare surviving stone radius
kerbs retained after pavement
repairs

Buchan trap an example made
by Shervells of Landport. Most
surviving examples are by Cash
of Portsea or Sperrings
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2. Road surfaces
Most recent road surfaces have been
in a macadamised material and other
surfaces are now unusual. The most
common historic surface material
surviving is granite setts, which survive
for example in Grand Parade and
Highbury Street. Some new areas of
setts have been laid in recent years
notably in Penny Street. Portsmouth
also retains some sections of tram
track notably the interlaced tramtrack in
Rugby Road, Southsea, but with other
examples at the former Point tram
terminus and Old Commercial Road,
Mile End. In some cases sections of
tram track still exists beneath modern
surfacing for example in Fratton Road.
In a few narrow roads without
pavements such as the Vale and
Ormsby Road there is a central stone
or sett channel. These are unusual
features that contribute to the varied
appearance of the conservation area
and are worth retaining.
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a)

Historic surfaces - existing
areas of historic materials should
be retained where possible.

b)

New surfaces - new road
surfaces are usually likely to be a
bituminous material. Use of other
materials to be considered where
appropriate, for example, use of
concrete block paving in new
schemes or use of coloured
surfacing materials for
enhancement schemes.

Rare interlaced tram track
in Rugby Road. Interlacing
avoided the need for points

The Vale in the Owen’s Southsea
Conservation Area showing central
channel

Highbury Street showing granite
setts and purbeck stone paving.
This is thought to be a surviving
original example
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3. Lighting
Portsmouth has a large number of
historic lighting columns. This has been
recognised by English Heritage with the
listing of a significant number of lighting
columns. These are principally the taller
columns on the Seafront made by a
London firm with a few other examples
in Eldon, Norfolk and Great Southsea
Streets.
The oldest columns appear to be the
two in the High Street in front of George
Court built on the site of the bombed
George Hotel. Old photographs suggest
this type was used elsewhere in Old
Portsmouth before being replaced by
the ‘Portsmouth’ column or tramway
columns.
The square based, fluted sided, cast
iron ‘Portsmouth’ column was widely
used in the city. It was cast initially by
Cash’s of Portsea and Sperring’s of
Landport. However none of the
‘Portsmouth’ columns were listed
probably because none could be shown
to be in their original location. Two
columns in Grand Parade are believed
to be the only examples at their original
height without the later extension
pieces.
The ‘Portsmouth’ column has been
extensively used as standard in
conservation areas, but their use has
had to be reviewed due to a shortage of
salvaged columns.
Another important group of historic
columns are the tall columns in
Campbell and Outram Roads.
Many main roads in conservation areas
have standard grey lamp columns such
as in Queen Street, or the Terraces.
For various reasons main roads in
conservation areas may be less visually
8

attractive. Serious consideration should
be given to upgrading lighting columns
when possible in order to help improve
the appearance of these roads. New
decorative main road columns have
been installed in a number of roads
including Osborne, Marmion and
Palmerston Roads. Where for various
reasons (e.g. width of road) this is not
possible then consideration should be
given to selecting lighting equipment
that will help conserve / enhance the
area.
The colour of columns and the styles of
lanterns are important. At the moment it
is possible to find a mixture of colours
and lantern styles on adjoining columns
e.g. Green Road (grey/brown) and King
Street (square and round lanterns). It is
preferable to try to unify colour/lantern
type in one area to give a more unified
appearance. Attention needs to be paid
to the maintenance of the appearance
of lighting columns (in particular
paintwork) in order to retain their good
appearance.
i)

Design of columns

a) Historic columns - existing listed
historic columns should be
retained. Other historic columns
should be retained or replaced like
for like.
b) New columns - where new lighting
schemes are necessary in
conservation areas (particularly if
the scheme is extensive) then
consideration be given to using
either the New Portsmouth column
(as used in Beach Road) or in
main/shopping roads the tall 8 or 10
metre Southsea column (as used in
Marmion Road). Where these
alternatives are not suitable
consideration to be given to

Listed columns outside
George Court, High Street

Locally listed columns of
c1900, Outram Road

Portsmouth’ columns in Grand Parade:
the only examples at original height

Listed seafront column
Eastney Esplanade
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c) Matching columns - consideration
should be given to matching
columns in immediate area when
preparing schemes. It is probably
preferable to use older Portsmouth
style columns to complete schemes
in particular roads where they
already exist.

c) On classified roads tall, main road
columns columns will generally be
appropriate. However consideration
should be given to whether lower
columns can be used particularly in
shopping centres and on the
seafront. In particular eight metre
decorative columns have been
used in Grove Road South,
Marmion, Osborne, and Clarendon
Roads.

ii) Height of columns

iii) Lanterns

The height of lighting columns can have
a marked effect on the appearance of
roads. One important visual effect is the
relationship with the height of buildings.
The use of columns that are taller than
the majority of buildings can give an
unfortunate visual effect. The height of
columns also gives road users an
unwritten message about the status of a
road. Tall columns can suggest a main
road whilst lower columns suggest
quieter, residential roads. Use of
different strength lighting fittings can help
maintain existing column heights.

The current standard design of lantern
for smaller columns in conservation
areas is generally the square ’Abbey’
pattern. In parts of Old Portsmouth and
Southsea the circular ‘Regency’ pattern
has been used. Other styles have been
used in the past including circular
lanterns in King Street and Chelsea
Road. Lanterns have generally been
replaced with those of a similar style of
lantern to rest of the road. Variations in
the size and detailed design of round
lanterns can lead to a ’spindly ’
appearance with a lantern that appears
small relative to the column. This can
occur with the traditional Portsmouth
column but is more pronounced when
other columns are used. It is
considered that standardising on
square lanterns would minimise this
problem.

choosing equipment which would
improve the appearance of the area.

Particular attention will also need to be
given where a part of a long main road
passes through a conservation area
such as Fratton Road passing through
the St Mary’s Churchyard Conservation
Area. The use of tall modern columns to
match adjoining sections of roads is
likely to be appropriate (unless a special
case can be made).
a) In residential roads in conservation
areas lighting columns will generally
be 5 metres in height (outside
conservation areas they are
generally 6 metres).
b) In some cases it may be necessary
to consider different column heights
in order to match existing historic
columns.
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a) Lanterns on smaller columns will
generally be the square pattern.
b) On taller columns such as the
Southsea type the hanging,
teardrop pattern (as Marmion/
Outram Roads) will normally be
used.
c) On the Seafront and Guildhall
columns lanterns to match those
existing will be used.
d) Alternative lantern styles will be
used where necessary to match

Lanterns on seafront column

Round lantern

Lantern in Outram Road

Square lantern
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lanterns on nearby columns of
different patterns.
iv) Colour of columns

a) In general black will be used as the
colour for lighting columns in
conservation areas especially
where historic or decorative
columns exist.

The following colours for columns have
generally been adopted by the City
b) The Seafront area has adopted a
Council for different locations in the city as
different colour for some years and
a whole: therefore will be an exception to
this general guideline (see section
a) Conservation areas - ’Black’ 11 below.)
BS 00 E 53
b) Precincts, seafront - ‘Midnight blue’ - c) The colour of columns should
BS 20 C 40
where possible match those of
c) Main and other roads - silver /grey/hot
adjacent columns.
dip galvanised
d) Guildhall –two ornamental columnsd) There is a need to improve
bronze
maintenance especially of
paintwork in order to help
As noted above it is possible at present in
conserve/enhance the appearance
conservation areas to find a variety of
of the area.
colours despite the use of black as a
standard colour for several years. Bronze v) Colour of light
and later brown were used in the City
Centre but the use of black as elsewhere High pressure sodium lamps (pink/
white light) have generally been
has now been agreed. In conservation
adopted for use in conservation areas
areas. the following guidance is
but in certain roads mainly in Old
suggested:Portsmouth, metal halide lamps (pure
white light) have been used.

4. Street names
a) Ceramic street names - existing
Many roads in Portsmouth retain Victorian
ceramic street name tiles should be
ceramic street names with white lettering
retained and repaired if necessary.
on a black background. These add to a
sense of local distinctiveness and where b) New street name signs - where
possible should be retained.
the standard new sign is used on
buildings and brick walls the colours
Currently the normal standard for new
should usually be reversed to match
signs is the sign with the PCC crest to the
the serif style of ceramic street
left and with black lettering on a white
names and the crest should usually
background. It is suggested that in
be omitted.
conservation areas this could be reversed
as white on black to match the style of the
c)
old ceramic names. This will probably only
be appropriate in some circumstances
where signs are situated on buildings and
brick walls. Elsewhere the black on white
format could be retained e.g. fences and
freestanding signs.
12

Free-standing signs - signs on
fences and freestanding signs
would retain the normal black on
white format. Freestanding signs
are likely to be on 100mm x 100mm
oak posts.

Modern street name sign

Historic ceramic street name sign
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5. Street Furniture
Street lights and names have been
dealt with above, but there is a wide
variety of other street furniture
(including various posts) in
conservation areas. The Review of the
Statutory List of Buildings of
Architectural or Historic interest for
Portsmouth in 1999 underlined the
importance of street furniture by listing
various items.
Some street furniture survives from
earlier periods including five listed
milestones, four horse troughs and the
cannon bollards, which are a particular
feature of the city. Street furniture from
the Victorian and Edwardian periods
includes several seafront shelters and
two tram shelters.
Street furniture in conservation areas
can vary enormously in both quantity
and quality with some areas having a
multiplicity of different street furniture
whilst others have very little.
The use of black as the normal
standard colour for metal street
furniture in conservation areas should
be encouraged. It is has been used
successfully for schemes in Palmerston
Road and parts of Point. The use of
black for individual items of new street
furniture can help achieve a gradual
improvement. Equally the replacement
of individual items with the standard
grey can slowly erode the effectiveness
of complete schemes.
The size and design of most signs is
laid down by the Department for
Transport in the Traffic Signs
Regulations and General Direction
(TSRGD) and are required by law in
order to allow for enforcement of traffic
regulation orders. Where there is
flexibility in the size of signs such as no
entry and one way street direction signs
14

these should be to a smaller format so
that they do not dominate the street
scene.
The introduction of parking charges and
residents’ parking schemes in
conservation areas added to the
general proliferation of street furniture.
Parking meters and signs detailing
controls can be visually obtrusive,
particularly in historic areas.
Other more recent items of street
furniture include CCTV camera poles,
dog bins and tourist information signs.
CCTV equipment can be visually very
prominent and in conservation areas
consideration needs to be given to use
of existing poles, columns or the use of
buildings.
a) Historic street furniture - existing
historic street furniture should be
retained where possible.
b) General - there is a general need
to try to minimise proliferation of
street furniture (including posts)
and also to avoid a multiplicity of
signs often in close proximity. The
use of existing poles, buildings,
walls etc to support street furniture
should be considered where
possible. However each situation
must be considered carefully to
assess the visual effect of the
signage layout and posts. In
particular it is important to ensure
that new signage does not detract
from the appearance of the original
street furniture or of the area
generally. Particular care should be
taken with the location of street
furniture in close proximity to listed
buildings and ancient monuments
in order to minimise the visual
impact.
c) Number of post/signs - as a
general rule it is desirable to

A multiplicity of signs at The Hard

One post used to house several
signs, Guildhall Walk

Metal and adhesive signs
on post in Marmion Road
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minimise the number of posts and
signs. However each situation must
be judged separately to assess the
visual impact of the signage layout
and posts. In particular it is
important to ensure that new
signage does not detract from the
appearance of the original street
furniture. It is preferable to minimise
the number of posts by using each
post for more than one sign. This
has however to be balanced
against the overall visual effect, as
too many signs on one post can
also appear cluttered and intrusive.
d) Colour - in order to avoid a
multiplicity of different colours it is
recommended that black be
confirmed as the usual colour for
conservation area street furniture.
The Seafront and Guildhall Square
areas would be exceptions,
together with more specific
exceptions for tourist signs and dog
bins.
e) Size of signs - where the use of
smaller signs is permitted their use
should be seriously considered
particularly in narrow roads etc.
f)

Guardrails - in conservation areas
these should be of an appropriate
design and they should be painted
black.

g) Bollards - in conservation areas
these should be of an appropriate
design and they should be painted
black. The use of modern
retractable bollards should be
considered where appropriate.
h) Dog bins - the siting of dog bins
will require particular attention in
conservation areas.
i)
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CCTV equipment - where possible
the use of existing poles, or
buildings etc is preferable to

installation of new poles. Where
the use of new columns is
necessary care should be taken to
minimise their visual effect without
reducing their effectiveness. They
should generally follow standard
colours for street furniture.
j)

Tourist information signs - tourist
information fingerposts have
generally been blue and to avoid
confusion should be an exception.

Milestone, Hilsea Market,
Hilsea

Trolleybus traction pole and horse
trough, Coach & Horses, Hilsea

Horse trough, St George’s
Square, Portsea

Cannon bollards, Bath Square,
Point
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6. Parking signs etc
The recent introduction of parking
charges and residents’ parking
schemes in conservation areas has
added to the general proliferation of
street furniture. Parking meters and
signs detailing controls can be visually
obtrusive, particularly in historic areas.
The use of black as the normal
standard colour for metal street
furniture in conservation areas should
be encouraged. It is also desirable to
try to minimise the number of signs and
posts. Black has been used
successfully for a scheme in St
Thomas’s Street, where signs were
also attached to existing posts and
walls where possible.
Where individual items of new street
furniture need to be replaced it is
preferable to use black in conservation
areas, rather than the gradual
replacement of individual items with the
standard grey as this can slowly erode
the effectiveness of complete schemes.

a) General - there is a general need
to try to minimise proliferation of
street furniture (including posts)
and also to avoid a multiplicity of
signs often in close proximity. The
use of existing poles, buildings,
walls etc to support street furniture
should be considered where
possible. Particular care should be
taken with the location of street
furniture in close proximity to listed
buildings and ancient monuments
in order to minimise the visual
impact.
b) Colour - in order to avoid the untidy
appearance that can be created by
a multiplicity of different colours it
is recommended that black be
confirmed as the usual colour for
conservation area street furniture.
The Seafront area would be an
exception.
c) Size of signs - where the use of
smaller signs is permitted their use
should be seriously considered
particularly in narrow roads etc.

7. Road markings
Whilst essential for traffic management
road markings can be visually obtrusive
especially in narrow, small scale roads.
The narrower 50mm wide yellow lines
are now being used, together with the
lighter ‘Primrose’ colour. Both these
moves make lines less obtrusive and
should be standard practice in
conservation areas.
The use of narrower lines for other
purposes where permitted or feasible
should also be considered.
In some cases where roads are
particularly narrow consideration should
18

be given as to whether lines are
necessary at all.
The use of zone parking with signs at
the entrances to an area should be
considered where the use of yellow
lines and signs would be visually
intrusive.
Use of colour to denote cycle lanes etc
can be useful but it needs to be used
selectively in conservation areas to
avoid the obtrusive effect of large areas
of colour.

Parking restriction sign
fixed to wall

Parking and ‘20’ signs on the
same black post adjacent to
The Pembroke PH

Selective use of colour
to mark cycleway
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8. Traffic calming
Traffic calming measures are at
present rare in conservation areas
and the introduction of the 20mph
speed limit should have largely
removed the need for traffic calming
measures.
If however traffic calming schemes
are found to be necessary in order, to
control vehicle speeds, it is important
that they are designed to coordinate
and fit in with the surrounding
environment. Several aspects need
consideration: - the design, materials
& colour of traffic calming features
and the extent of any accompanying
signage to ensure that they fit in with
the conservation area. Use of
materials such as setts may be
appropriate in some cases. The
detailed design of the junction of
features with existing pavements
requires particular attention. The
number of signs should be limited to

the minimum necessary in order to
reduce visual intrusion.
The recently implemented 20 mph
speed limit (eventually extended to most
of Portsea Island) included one large
area including Old Portsmouth and a
large part of Southsea, thereby including
several conservation areas. Signing was
required at junctions between side roads
and main roads, further repeater signs
were required along the length of the
speed limits. The visual impact of these
signs was reduced by erecting them on
existing lamp columns.

9. Other items of street
furniture
Many items of street furniture are
b) Colour - where there are options for
controlled/maintained by the City
the colour of equipment the use of
Council, however public utilities have
appropriate colours will be
the right to install or maintain various
encouraged. In many cases black
items. These include: - cable TV
may be the most suitable colour, but
cabinets, telephone boxes, letterboxes,
in some cases other colours will be
telegraph poles & wires. There are
more suitable e.g. green to
varying degrees of control over such
camouflage a cabinet amongst
items.
landscaping.
a) Siting - encouragement will be
given to appropriate siting of street
furniture to reduce visual clutter and
generally to minimise their impact
on conservation areas and historic
buildings.
20

VR pillar box and cannon
bollards, High Street

Town boundary stone in
Southampton Road

Coal hole covers in
Southsea
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10. City Centre
The City Centre of Portsmouth was
redeveloped in the 1970s to a Master
Plan by Lord Esher.
Substantial parts of the City Centre are
within the Guildhall and Victoria Park
Conservation Area. Various standards
were adopted in this area at the time of
redevelopment. These included the use
of bronze paint for lighting columns and
the use of brick paviors. These have
usually but not completely been
followed since that time, but some
inconsistencies are eroding the
consistent appearance of this important
area. Most roads and footways still
retain paviors, but bronze lamp
columns survive less consistently. They
are largely confined to Guildhall
Square, Guildhall Walk and Queens
Mall.
With the exception of the two
ornamental columns in front of the

Guildhall there are usually only vestiges
of bronze paintwork remaining.
a) Paviors - it is suggested that the
use of Portsmouth paviors to match
the existing paviors be continued in
the area of the City Centre Master
Plan.
b) Colour of columns - given the cost
and difficulty of retaining bronze
painted columns in this area it was
suggested that brown be used as a
replacement colour within the City
Centre area. In 2006 the use of
black rather than brown was
agreed. The two ornamental
columns in front of the Guildhall
should be retained in bronze.
c) Other street furniture - it is
preferable to try to unify colours of
other street furniture in any one
area / road to give a more unified

11. The Seafront
In recent years blue and silver-grey
have been adopted for existing
paintwork on the Seafront. In particular
blue and gold have been used for the
historic seafront lighting and silver-grey
for railings on Clarence Esplanade.
Some new lamp columns have also
adopted the use of blue.
It is suggested that blue be adopted for
the street furniture, including lighting in
the Seafront /Common area, both to
give uniformity and consistency to the
resort area. This area should include
Clarence / Southsea / Eastney
Esplanade and the Common area
behind between Clarence Pier and
Henderson Road
22

Colour of columns - the existing
blue / silver - grey colours to be used
for street furniture in the Seafront /
Southsea Common.

Historic columns in Guildhall
Square

Seafront columns in Clarence
Esplanade
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LISTED STRUCTURES & OTHER HISTORIC ITEMS
N.B. This appendix includes only street
furniture within the highway, pavement,
or paved areas. Leisure land such as
Parks, Cemeteries and monuments or
memorials held by Museums and BT
telephone boxes are not included.

milestone, east of junction with Rectory
Avenue

1. Statutory List

milestone, adjacent to Red Lion

Bath Square
three bollards on south side of junction
with Bathing Lane

two lamp columns outside George Court
London Road, Cosham
London Road, Hilsea.
milestone, 'Hilsea Market'
Mile End Road

two bollards on north side of junction
with Bathing Lane

milestone, adjacent to Market House
Tavern

Broad Street

Norfolk Street

one bollard at north end

lamp column in pavement outside No.13

Castle Esplanade

Old Commercial Road

five lamp columns on Castle Esplanade,
east of Southsea Castle

horse trough,

Clarence Esplanade

three lamp columns to esplanade, south
of South Parade

nineteen lamp columns to pavement on
south side

South Parade

Southsea Esplanade

three seafront shelters at SZ 6474 9806,
SZ 6489 9806, and SZ 6487 9807

seventeen lamp columns on promenade,
south side

tram shelter, near Sea Life Centre
(formerly at Southsea Terrace)

Tower Street,

Eastney Esplanade
fourteen lamp columns on promenade
on south side
Eldon Street
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High Street, Old Portsmouth

bollard on north side of Round Tower

2. Local List
The following are included in the Local
List:-

lamp column in pavement outside Eldon
Arms

Broad Street

Great Southsea Street

Campbell Road

tall lamp column outside former India
Arms

lamp columns outside Nos. 2, 11, corner
of Lorne Road, outside Nos. 44, 67

Havant Road, Drayton

Edinburgh Road

milestone, east of New Inn

dockyard railway level crossing gate

Havant Road, Farlington

Great Southsea Street

boundary stone, east of junction with
Vicarage Avenue

tall lamp column opposite Bush Street
East

tram track

Rugby Road, Southsea
interlaced tram track and road surface
London Road, Hilsea
horse trough and trolleybus pole,
Coach & Horses P. H. car park
New Road, Copnor
horse trough
Norfolk Street
tall lamp column outside Nos. 16-26
(west side)

References
English Heritage : Streets for All – South
East Manual
Portsmouth City Council Planning Services Conservation Area Guidelines which
are available in print from the Planning
Services or online at
http://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/living/322.ht
ml
The following have been prepared so far:1. Stanley Street, Southsea

Outram Road

2. Owen’s Southsea
tall lamp columns outside Nos. 7 & 1 St 3. King Street, Southsea
Bartholomew’s Gardens
4. Old Portsmouth

3. Other Historic Street
furniture or surfaces

5. Mile End

The following are not in a conservation
area nor are they listed :-

7. Highland Terrace

Havant Road, Drayton
boundary stone north side adjacent to
Drayton Lane
London Road, Widley
boundary stones each side of road
north of Christchurch Gardens

6. The Terraces
10. The Seafront, Southsea
11. Old Wymering
12. Castle Road, Southsea
15. Campbell Road, Southsea
16. St Mary’s Churchyard
18. Guildhall & Victoria Park

Portsdown Hill Road

19. East Southsea

boundary stone south side adjoining
Regency House

21. Milton Locks

Southampton Road

24. Rochester Road, Southsea

boundary stone south side opposite
Shorehaven

26 St Andrews Church, Eastney

boundary stone north side, just west of
Portsdown Road junction.

28 Essex Road

23. Portsea

27 Hilsea Lines

Southwick Road

29 Craneswater & Eastern Parade

boundary stone west side, bus stop
north of DERA gate

30 St David’s Road Southsea.

St George’s Square, Portsea
horse trough

They are in preparation for CA 17 Eastney
Barracks and CA 22 H.M. Naval Base &
St George’s Square.
Plans of conservation areas are included
at the back of this publication.
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Conservation Area No.1 Stanley Street, Southsea
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Conservation Area No. 2 Owen’s Southsea

27

Conservation Area No. 3 King Street, Southsea

28

Conservation Area No. 4 Old Portsmouth

29

Conservation Area No. 5 Mile End

30

Conservation Area No. 6 The Terraces, Southsea
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Conservation Area No. 7 Highland Terrace, Southsea
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Conservation Area No. 10 The Seafront, Southsea
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Conservation Area No. 11 Old Wymering
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Conservation Area No. 12 Castle Road, Southsea

35

Conservation Area No. 15 Campbell Road, Southsea

36

Conservation Area No. 16 St Mary’s Churchyard
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Conservation Area No. 17 Eastney Barracks
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Conservation Area No. 18 Guildhall and Victoria Park
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Conservation Area No. 19 East Southsea

40

Conservation Area No. 21 Milton Locks

41

Conservation Area No. 22 H M Naval Base & St George’s Square
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Conservation Area No. 23 Portsea
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Conservation Area No. 24 Rochester Road, Southsea

44

Conservation Area No. 25 Gunwharf

45

Conservation Area No. 26 St Andrew’s Church, Eastney

46

Conservation Area No. 27 Hilsea Lines

47

Conservation Area No. 28 Essex Road, Southsea

48

Conservation Area No. 29 Craneswater & Eastern Parade, Southsea
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Conservation Area No. 30 St David’s Road, Southsea
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The Conservation Officer
Planning Services
Civic Offices, Guildhall Square
Portsmouth PO1 2AU

Road and Street Furniture in
Historic Areas

Phone: 023 9284 1127
Email: ben.cracknell@portsmouthcc.gov.uk

www.portsmouth.gov.uk

You can get this
Portsmouth City
Council information
in large print, Braille,
audio or in another
language by calling
9284 1127.

Document Ref: PPM_Roads and Street Furniture-0110

www.portsmouth.gov.uk

